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The goal of this research is to investigate and demonstrate the importance of using
a balanced literacy program in a primary level classroom. This is done through read-
alouds, shared readings, guided readings, independent readings, and extension activities
all based on quality children's literature.
This research paper was designed around the specific investigation of each of the
individual components of a balanced literacy program, and how those components are
interrelated. It was found that students who are immersed in reading activities through
this type of program become stronger lifelong readers. They enjoy reading more and are
better at it. All reading abilities are able to be addressed through this type of program and
individual students are able to participate at their own levels. In the diverse classrooms
oftoday's society it is the teacher's understanding of balanced literacy that allows his or
her students to succeed.
Incorporating Children's Literature in the Classroom: a First Grade
Interdisciplinary Unit
Over the last twenty-five years educators have been changing their views on how
to teach reading in the classroom. These changes have brought both phonics instruction
and whole language curriculum closer together to form a more balanced literacy program.
According to Leu and Kinzer (2003), a balanced literacy framework includes:
"A combination of integrated beliefs. You believe that both prior knowledge and
decoding components are important, but that each child is likely to have slightly different
needs in these areas. You also believe in both student-directed, inductive learning in
authentic contexts and teacher-directed, deductive learning in specific skills, depending
on individual needs" (p.85).
Teaching reading through these methods allows all learners in the classroom to be
reached on some level. By participating in a variety of activities, readers are learning and
are assessed in a multitude of ways. Reading, listening, comprehension, predicting,
questioning, and inferring skills are all addressed and further developed.
One important aspect of a balanced reading program is the belief of the teacher.
If an educator does not philosophically agree with the method he or she uses to
implement the curriculum, the implementation will not be as successful.
Balanced reading instruction is made up of five distinct components: reading
aloud, shared reading, guided reading, independent reading, and responding critically and
thoughtfully to literature. In a classroom setting it is crucial that all of these elements are
included when implementing the reading curriculum in order for a balance to be reached.
The following sections will discuss the importance of each of these individual methods as
well as provide ideas for putting into practice each method in a classroom environment.
2Reading Aloud
One man famous for his research on the topic of reading aloud is Jim Trelease.
Trelease has written The Read-Aloud Handbook which is now in its fifth edition. This
book discusses the importance of reading aloud to children both at home and at school.
This is a teaching method that is all too often only practiced in the younger grades of
elementary school. One of Trelease's major resources was the Commission on Reading.
The Commission issued a report titled Becoming a Nation of Readers that stated, "The
single most important activity for building the knowledge required for eventual success in
reading is reading aloud to children" (Trelease, 2001, p.2). Trelease also quotes the
commission by saying, "It is a practice that should continue throughout the grades"
(Trelease, 2001, p.2). Another researcher famous in this field is Liz Rothlein. According
to Rothlein, "reading aloud to children is a valuable activity that improves listening,
verbal, and written skills and fosters a lifetime love of books and reading" (Rothlein,
1991, p.4).
Since reading aloud is such an essential portion of a balanced reading program,
the process of implementing this in the classroom is highly structured. First, you must
prepare for the read aloud. The reader must be familiar with all aspects of the book to be
read. The sequence, tone, mood, and subject all need to be conveyed to the children as
they listen to the story. As an educator, you must pick books that excite you. Excitement
is contagious and students will enjoy the read aloud experience much more.
Next you have to set the climate or mood for the children. Have a small ritual that
is done at every story-time. One example of this would be how "one librarian used a
3small lamp - when the lamp was lit, it was time to listen" (Vacca, 2003, p.362). Playing
a song to gather students to the story area is another way to get students ready for
listening. Setting up this type of routine also enables students to be responsible for
getting themselves prepared to listen to the story. It creates a sense of independence in
the classroom. It is this sense of independence associated with a literacy activity that
makes students develop as a whole community of readers.
The third step in reading a book aloud to students is to introduce the story. This
can be one in a variety of ways: predicting what may happen in the story by the cover,
posing questions to listen for, and discussing illustrations. Props have also been used to
introduce ideas and concepts to students. These items spark an interest from the
audience. They want to learn what these props represent.
Next, read the book aloud and allow children to make comments while you are
reading. It is through these comments that students are able to make meaning of the
story. While doing this, students are able to discuss their ideas and learn not only from
the teacher, but from the other students as well. Many times in primary grade level
classrooms, Big Books will be used for the first readings of stories. The large pictures
and text in these types of books allow students to become engaged and interactive in the
read aloud while the teacher reads and points to different words on the page.
Finally, a read aloud should be followed up with an extension activity. These
activities can be done individually, as a small group, or as an entire class. It is through
these activities that children can enhance their experience of the book. What did they
learn from it? What, if any, type of discussion did it prompt? What connections can the
4student make to previous personal experiences? It is these extension activities that make
the read aloud experience more meaningful.
Research has shown that implementing read alouds through this manner supports
literacy in countless ways. Children become familiar with how to hold a book and front-
to-back directionality. They learn about the structure of stories, new words, new
sentences, and new discourse patterns. Children develop a knowledge and understanding
ofletters and letter-sound relationships. Most importantly, children learn positive
attitudes towards reading (Campbell, 2001). It is this positive attitude that will affect
children forever; not only in school, but in life.
Reading aloud to students has additional benefits beyond learning to read. It
"establishes a mutual bond among listeners" (Rothlein, 1991, p.5). This bond helps
"support the child's emotional well-being and thus helps build self confidence" (Rothlein,
1991, p.5).
There is also a connection between being read to and writing performance
(Rothlein, 1991, p.5). When children are read to, their imaginations are running wild.
This gives them ideas to write about. While reading aloud, the teacher can make notice
of the techniques that the author has used to convey a point or meaning in the story.
Children can use this idea when they are writing their own stories.
Although there are many researchers studying the importance of reading aloud to
children, there is still research being done to combat this method. In an article by Patrick
Groff, he compares reading skills and speaking skills. Groff states, "Researchers based
their beliefs on a false premise - namely, that learning to read and learning to speak are
identical processes" (Groff, 1993, p.1). According to Groff's research, ''the body of
5experimental research to date does not support the conclusion that reading aloud to
children before they begin school will ensure their reading success in school" (p.l). One
problem with this "experimental research" is that it was often done on the researcher's
own children (Campbell, 2001, p.5). It is these nay sayers that keep reading researchers
trudging ahead to prove that reading aloud is an important staple in any reading
curriculum. Jim Trelease says it best, "The last twenty-five years of reading research
confirms this simple formula - regardless of sex, race, nationality, or socioeconomic
background, students who read the most, read the best, achieve the most, and stay in
school the longest" (Trelease, 2001, p.7).
6Shared Reading
Shared reading can be defined as "any rewarding reading situation in which a
learner - or group of learners - sees the text, observes an expert reading it with fluency
and expression, and is invited to read along" (Routman p.33). Shared reading is the
second component to a balanced reading curriculum.
Similar to reading aloud, this method of instruction is also supported by a great
deal of research. One specific researcher, Holdaway, is "credited with discovering the
effectiveness of the shared reading experience" (Rothlein, 1991, p.24). During a study in
New Zealand, Holdaway discovered that children who had bedtime stories read to them
on a nightly basis were becoming better readers. These bedtime stories were favorites of
the child and had been read over and over many times. Children had learned the words to
the book and could read along with the reader. This type of situation can be replicated in
the classroom. Much like reading aloud, students can gather in a story area to read or
reread a familiar story. Big Books are again one of the most effective ways to facilitate
this reading experience and discussion. An overhead can also be used to enlarge material
so all students can participate. In this method, "As in all shared reading experiences, the
emphasis is on enjoying and appreciating the text" (Routman, 1991, p.33).
Shared reading does not always have to be the teacher reading to the students and
the students following along. Although this is the main way shared reading is done, there
7are other ways to implement this reading strategy. Paired reading, student reading, and
tape recorders can also be used to create a variety of experiences in the classroom.
Paired reading is when one person is reading and another is following along. The
reader can, but does not have to, be the teacher. In a paired reading, ''two children read
alternate pages. They also help each other as the need arises" (Campbell, 2001, p.75).
This is the most frequently used approach to paired reading.
Another way to set up paired reading would be to have each student read a page
silently and then ask each other questions about what they have just read (Campbell,
2001, p.75). This method allows the teacher to set up parameters about what type of
questions the students need to ask one another. One concept for example, inferences,
could be what the students concentrate on for that day.
A third way to use paired reading may be to have students use sticky notes to
mark off what they find interesting, confusing, or important. Questions that the students
generate during their paired reading could also be put on a sticky note to be discussed
with the entire group later.
Buddy reading is another form of paired reading. In buddy reading, "an older
child is paired with a younger child" (Campbell, 2001, p.74). Many times though, the
terms "buddy" and "paired" are interchangeable.
Student reading is an alternative technique teachers may use to implement a
shared reading. Student reading is when "a student may volunteer or be selected by the
teacher to do a shared reading" (Routman, 1991, p.35). This works particularly well with
short stories and poetry. One student practices the selection to be read. He or she then
passes out copies to the rest of the class who will follow along when the piece is being
8read aloud to them. A copy of the piece can also be put on the overhead projector for the
class to follow along with.
Tape recorders can also be useful. In a primary classroom, students are able to
follow along with favorite picture books at listening centers that a teacher has set-up. In
a middle school classroom, tape recorders give struggling students the ability to "follow
the text at their own pace to get phrasing, fluency, and meaning" (Routman, 1991, p.36).
A teacher, volunteer, or peer can read the book or chapter that has been assigned, and
then small groups or individuals can listen to the tapes as they follow along in their own
copies of the book. Setting up these types of listening centers gives the teacher the ability
to be available to more than one student at once. It also keeps the dignity of the students
who need to use the device because they are struggling with what the class is reading.
Similar to reading aloud, shared reading has its share of pessimists as well. Being
so close to reading aloud, the same arguments exist that shared reading is not beneficial
to the students without direct instruction of some reading concept.
It is also said that many students can become frustrated with the process if the
pairing of students is not done carefully. "Usually a more competent student is paired
with a less competent one" (Routman, 1991, p.35). If this type of set-up is always used
with students, the more competent student can get frustrated with the difficulties of the
other. This frustration can lead to classroom problems. To avoid this happening, change
the grouping of students often. Do not always have the same high student paired with the
same low student. Varying the activities that the pairs will complete while together leads
to new grouping as well. Keeping these aspects in mind, shared reading is "one way of
immersing students in rich, literary-level language" (Routman, 1991, p.33).
9Guided Reading
"In guided reading the teacher and a group of children" or sometimes an
individual child, talk and think and question their way through a book of which they each
have a copy. The teacher shows the children what questions to ask of themselves as
readers, and of the author through the text, so that each child can discover the authors
meaning on the first reading. Guided reading is dependent on the teacher being aware of
each child's competencies, interests, and experiences; being able to determine the
supports and challenges offered by a book; and accepting the role of supporting learning
rather than directing learning" (Mooney p.ll)
Guided reading focuses on comprehension development through questioning.
Although it is usually done in small groups of five or six students, guided reading can
also be done as an entire class or individually. Regie Routman says that "guided reading
is the heart of the instructional reading program" (p.38).
Whole-class guided reading is when all students read and discuss the same book.
Many times this is done as a novel study. Whole-class guided reading is usually the first
step taken away from the basal series in a classroom. This is because it makes reading
instruction time manageable. The teacher still plans one lesson for the entire class to
complete as a group. The reading assignments are reviewed and discussed as a whole as
well. The problem with whole group instruction is that it does not allow the teacher to
gain insight into individual child's abilities. In a large group discussion, many times
seven or eight different children dominate the conversation. In a classroom of twenty-
five students, this leaves sixteen or seventeen students out of the loop. Many teachers
have commented on the problems this causes at report card time. Teachers found that
they "could not give specifics about individual students' reading" (Routman, 1991, pAD).
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Small-group guided reading is the next step when implementing a guided reading
program in the classroom. In a small group setting of five or six students at the same
reading level, students meet with the teacher. In a small group, the teacher and students
discuss and react to the selected book. A reading lesson is then developed off of what the
students have read. In the primary grades this lesson is usually "developing fluency,
confidence, and early reading strategies and to promoting independence" (Routman,
1991, p.40). Small group guided reading is a great place to introduce text sets as well.
Text sets are groups of books about the same topic. Teachers can assign each
student a different book to read, or students can choose their own. When the group
reconvenes, each student should be able to present to the group what they have read. The
students should "share their responses, discussing similarities between the books,
exploring differences they have found, and discovering other books in the set to read
next" (Leu,2003, p.216).
Text sets can also be the same book presented to the group. In this type of text
set, all group members have a copy of the same book, which the teacher has determined
is at the reading level of everyone in the group. Many times this is how text sets are
introduced to the class. Once students understand the routine of participating in a guided
reading group, they can then move on to book sets that are different from one another and
continue with that routine.
Small group discussions often follow these steps:
1. Reread a familiar text to practice developing skills.
2. Introduce the new reading selection.
3. Read the new selection with support, when necessary.
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4. Conduct a mini-lesson to teach a new strategy or review a previous
strategy. (Leu, 2003, p.488)
With this routine, once it has been established, the teacher will not have to lead the
students in discussion, but will just be able to facilitate the students through their own
discussion.
Individualized guided reading is when students "self-select fiction and nonfiction
books, self-pace their reading and performance, and conference with the teacher"
(Routman, 1991, p.41). This type of guided reading is very time consuming and takes a
lot of organization. During conferencing, the teacher can ask the student to read out loud,
retell what is happening in the book, or answer comprehension questions. As Regie
Routman points out,
"While an individualized reading program is terrific for placing important
emphasis on self-selected reading and children' interest, my personal bias is that small-
group guided reading - discussing the same book - is necessary to reach the high level of
critical thinking and interaction that can evolve only from in-depth discussion of a book
that a group of students are reading or have read" (Routman, 1991, p.41).
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Independent Reading
In today's education circles, independent reading has many names, Sustained
Silent Reading (SSR), Drop Everything And Read (DEAR), Zip Your Lips And Read
(ZYLAR), and Sustained Quiet Un-Interrupted Reading Time (SQUIRT). No matter
what the classroom teacher decides to call it, this is a period of time where students are
responsible for their own silent reading. Students select their own books, read at their
own pace and decide whether or not to continue reading the book they have chosen. SSR
has attracted more attention in the recent years because of claims that reading is
overtaught and under-practiced, (Rothlein, 1991, p.38). According to Gail Tompkins,
this "is the most authentic type of reading" (Tompkins, 2005, p.116).
When implementing Sustained Silent Reading in a classroom, the first step is to
introduce to the students the reason SSR is important. There are two reasons: First, is to
produce students who chose reading over other activities. Second, is to encourage
students to read self-selected material voluntarily for information or pleasure (Vacca,
2003, p.233).
Next introduce the procedures for SSR. Sustained Silent Reading has four
essential steps:
1. Each student must select his or her own book.
2. Each student must read silently without interruption for a fixed period
of time.
3. The teacher reads along with the students and permits no interruptions.
4. Students are not required to answer content-related questions or give
reports or their reactions to what they have read during SSR.
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(Vacca p. 233)
Implementing the above four steps in the classroom enables the teacher to include all
students, even low and struggling readers, in the SSR activity. By not requiring these
students to answer questions about what they have read, the teacher is sending the
message that reading can be done for fun. "In other words, reading for the sake of
reading should not be reserved for only the good readers" (Vacca p.233).
According to McCracken and McCracken, there are seven positive messages
about reading that children learn by participating in SSR. They are: "reading books is
important, reading is something that anyone can do, reading is communicating with an
author, children are capable of sustained thought, books are meant to be read in large
sections, teachers believe that pupils are comprehending, and that the teacher trusts the
children to decide when something is well-written" (Vacca p.233-234). By discussing
these positive messages with the students, teachers are creating independent readers.
Sustained silent reading should be scheduled for the same time everyday. This
gives students the ability to look forward to the activity. When SSR is first introduced in
the primary grades, it should last anywhere from five to ten minutes. As the students
become more comfortable with the routine of SSR, the length of time spent on it should




Responding to literature that has been read in the classroom is essential to any
reading program. If all the teacher is having the students do is read the material, not
discuss or review it, the students are not likely to gain any understanding of the concepts
presented by the author. Traditionally this was done through a book report that the
teacher assigned based on the book that was read. It is these boring book reports that
make many students hate reading. Literature extension activities do not have to be that
boring.
Some examples of other options for extension activities are creating a slide show,
a time capsule, a diary, or a newspaper about the book they have read. By having
students create this type of hands-on activity to share their book with others, they are
more excited about analyzing what they have read. Having students extend the reading
experience in this way allows them to think through and comprehend what they have
read.
One of the most common extension activities that teachers can do in the primary
grades is to develop a class book based off of the book the class has just read. For
example, if the teacher has just read Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? By
Bill Martin Jr., they can make their own animal seeing animal book as a class. The
format has already been established by the book that was read aloud to the class.
Building on this format enables the teacher to see if the students grasped what the book
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was trying to convey. Do their animals reflect the one before it? Does the last page have
all the animals listed on it?
Another way to respond to literature is through literature circles. According to
Chia-Hui Lin, ''teachers at all grade levels utilize literature circles as a vehicle through
which students learn to: think critically about literature, express their ideas in oral and
written forms and better enjoy their literacy experiences" (Lin, 2002, p.3). These
"circles" are small groups of students that meet to discuss literature that they have been
reading. Literature circles are different than guided reading groups in the fact that they
are student-led and not teacher-led. In the literature circle experience, the teacher
facilitates the discussion with groups that are having difficulty. Another difference
between literature circles and a guided reading group, is that in literature circles students
are concentrating on "discussing the story and its aspects" where as in guided reading
groups students are analyzing reading strategies more than text content and meaning
(Campbell,2001, p.76).
Lin also discusses four major benefits of using literature circles in the classroom.
These benefits include: stronger reader-text relationships, improved classroom climates,
enhanced degrees of gender equity and understanding, and a learning environment more
conducive to the needs and abilities of English language learners (Lin, 2002, p.4).
One essential positive feature of literature circles is the fact that in small groups,
students have more opportunities to share and be heard. Large groups can be
intimidating to struggling readers. In the small group environment, they have the
opportunity to become close with their group mates, and therefore feel safer sharing their
opinions with them.
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Literature circle groups should be set up by student interest in the book. For
example, all of the children who enjoy mysteries could be in one group, and all those who
enjoy poetry in another.
Another way to break students into groups by interest would be to book talk a
variety of books of which you have sets available and then allow students to choose
which one they want to read. As the teacher this gives you the ability to select the genre
or topics of the books that there are to choose from.
The roles of each of the group members should be discussed once the group meets
together for the first time. Some jobs that are needed are the discussion director, literary
luminary, connector, and illustrator Fig. 1 (Vacca, 2003, p.370). If other jobs are needed
to accommodate more students in a group, ideas are the summarizer, word wizard, and
the researcher.
Fig. 1 Group Roles
Discussion Has the official responsibility Summarizer Gives a quick statement
Director to think up some good of the gist, key points,
discussion questions, convene and highlights of the
the meeting, and solicit day's reading when the
contributions from the other group convenes.
members.
Literary Takes the reader back to Word Marks down puzzling,
Luminary memorable, important sections Wizard interesting, or unfamiliar
of the text and reads them words encountered while
aloud. reading.
Connector Takes everyone from the text Researcher Digs up background
world out into the real world information on any topic
by connecting the text to related to the book.
reader's experience.
Illustrator Provides a graphic,




As has been shown, a balanced literacy program is the ideal way to teach reading
in the classroom. Students are immersed in reading activities when this type of set-up is
implemented. Students are exposed to read alouds that improve their listening skills
while fostering a love of books. They participate in shared readings that emphasize
enjoying and appreciating the text, guided readings that build confidence in their own
reading abilities, and independent readings that make students responsible for their own
silent reading comprehension and enjoyment. Extension activities round out the balanced
program by allowing the teacher to expand and build upon what the students have just
read. It is all of the above components, combined and implemented together, that further
the individual growth of each student as a reader.
Each of these separate aspects of the program addresses a different style of reader
in the classroom. Both low and high students are able to participate in the curriculum at
the same time, each at their own individual levels. This is done seamlessly, so that there
is no embarrassment to any student in the classroom. Groupings are changed often and
based on different aspects for different projects. In this type of literacy environment,
students are not only learning from the teacher, but from each other as well. This shared
experience of literacy is what makes the balanced approach so beneficial. It makes every
member of the class feel like they are a member of a reading community; a community
that works together to make sure that all its members succeed.
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Interdisciplinary
Lessons
The Great Kapok Tree Read-Aloud
Subject: Reading Comprehension
Grade: 1st
Rationale: Students will be introduced to the idea of a rainforest and its inhabitants.
Objectives:
I. Students will listen to the story The Great Kapok Tree
2. Students will discuss the story and its elements in a large group grand
conversation.
3. Each student will share at least one idea during the discussion.
Standards:
2.A.la Identify the literary elements of theme, setting, plot and character within
literary works
4.B.lb Participate in discussions around a common topic.
Materials:
One copy of The Great Kapok Tree big book
A sponge ball
Bibliographic Reference:




Read book to class.
Introducing Lesson:
Discuss the literary elements of the book as a large group. Ask students to identify the
theme, plot, characters, problem, and solution. Organize the class into a large circle.
Explain that only the person with the sponge ball is allowed to talk.
Modeling:
Start with the sponge ball in the teacher's hand to model sharing what animal she would
be in a rainforest and why. Stress the fact that this animal is a rainforest animal, not an
animal that may be found on a farm or in a forest. Pass the ball to the student next to the
teacher. Have this student share his or her idea.
Check for Understanding:
Have all students repeat the rules of a grand conversation.
Guided Practice:
Have all the students participate in a grand conversation about what animals they would
like to be in the rainforest.
Independent Practice:
Have the students return to their seats after the grand conversation is completed, and
draw a picture of their rainforest animal.
Assessment:
I will know that all my objectives have been met if each student shares their animal with
the group.
Brown Bear, Brown Bear - Shared Reading
Subject: Writer's Workshop
Grade: t"
Rationale: Students will be identify the pattern followed in the story and be able to
follow it in their own story.
Objectives:
1. Students will listen to the story Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
2. Each student will choose one rainforest animal and draw a picture of it with
color details.
3. Students will put together a book that follows the pattern of Brown Bear,
Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Standards:
3.C.lb Create media compositions or productions which convey meaning
visually for a variety of purposes.
4.A.lc Follow oral instructions accurately.
Materials:








Read book to class.
Introducing Lesson:
Ask several students to share their drawings of rainforest animals from the story The
Great Kapok Tree.
Modeling:
Show the students an example of the drawing that you did of a rainforest animal. Then
demonstrate how you embellish the drawing with color.
Guided Practice:
Pass out the papers to each student. Show them that at the bottom of the page, there are
blanks that need to be filled in. Have students fill in their animal's color and name. You
can write the correct word underneath later, but the blanks should have their own
invented spellings in them.
Check for Understanding:
Have all students repeat the directions
Independent Practice:
Have the students embellish their picture of their rainforest animal for the class book.
Assessment:
I will know that all my objectives have been met if each student has a page in the book
that follow the correct pattern.
Living in the Rainforest - Guided Reading
SUbject: Social Studies
Grade: 1st
Rationale: Students will be introduced rainforest communities.
Objectives:
1. Students will read the book Living in the Rainforest in a small group.
2. Students will identify 3 differences and 3 similarities between their
community and a rainforest community.
Standards:
l.B.ld Read age-appropriate material aloud with fluency and accuracy.
2.B.la Respond to literary materials by connecting them to their own experience
and communicate those responses to others.
2.B.lc Relate character, setting and plot to real-life situations.
Materials:





Winne, J. (2000). Living in a Rainforest. New York: Children's Press.
Body of Lesson
Anticipatory Set:
Read book as a small reading group.
Introducing Lesson:
Pose the questions: What is a community? What is our community like? What is a
rainforest community like?
Modeling:
Explain that we will be filling out a chart to answer these questions. List one similarity
between the communities on the chart.
Guided Practice:
Have students raise their hands and discuss other similarities and differences between the
communities. List their answers on the chart as well.
Check for Understanding:
Ask the students how many differences and similarities they have to have on their chart.
Independent Practice:
Have the students complete a matching worksheet of community members and which
community they belong to.
Assessment:
I will know that all my objectives have been met if the group has brainstormed 3
similarities and 3 differences between the communities.
A Walk in the Rainforest - Extension Activity
Subject: Math
Grade: i"
Rationale: Students will be introduced to bar graphs.
Objectives:
1. Students will listen to the story A Walk in the Rainforest.
2. Students will create a bar graph to determine the class' favorite animal.
Standards:
IO.A.la Organize and display data using pictures, tallies, tables, charts or bar
graphs.
IO.B.lc Analyze data, draw conclusions and communicate the results.
Materials:





Pratt, K. (1992). A Walk in the Rainforest. Nevada City, CA: Dawn Publications.





Read book to class.
Introducing Lesson:
Pose the question, how could we find out what is the class' favorite rainforest animal?
Allow the students a few minutes to share their ideas.
Modeling:
Explain that we will be making a graph to find the answer. Put the large piece of butcher
paper on the board. Have it already drawn out to look like graph paper. Pick five
rainforest animals from the book and list them across the bottom of the paper. Number
the side of the graph by ones. Put your construction paper square above your favorite
animal.
Guided Practice:
Pass out a construction paper square with a piece of tape on the back to each student.
Have students come up one by one the front of the room and put their square on the graph
above the animal they like the best. Discuss the results of the graph.
Check for Understanding:
Ask the students which animal is the class favorite? Which animal does the class like the
least?
Independent Practice:
Give each student a piece of graph paper. Have the students create a graph of their
family'S favorite rainforest animals at home.
Assessment:
I will know that all my objectives have been met if each student has a graph to share with
the class the next day.
